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lives. On the one hand, restructuring the production (diversification of some industrIal sectors, notably the automobile industry, formulation of a nuclear energy
program) and, on the other hand, reducing, in the area of consumption, public expenditures-In partlcular, curbing the prOduction of collectiVe ·tools and arrangements (equlpements collectifs). On a more general leveL the Carli Plan seeks
to place the burden of the Italian economic reform on the working classes by
reducing internal demand, thus household consumption. Concretely, the government's prlnciple of "fair pricing" of pubHc services entails a massive price In·
crease In transportation, electricity, telephone, health care and housing. In July,
besides a few amendments proposed by the I.C.P., the Assembly approved this
program with Increases exceeding 50 per cent.
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THE RiSE
OF sOCIAL
STRUGGLE

The application of the Carli Plan presupposes a climate of social peace and the
absence of workers' struggles. However, in the past few years, social struggles
are on the rise. Classical forms of action have been signIficantly supple-mented by
less conventional forms: sabotaging production, sequestering ieaders, lowering
prod.uctlvity, controlling the rate of production, and massi ... e absenteeism_ This
movement expresses at one and the same time the rebellion of the Italian working
class and its pugnaciousness.
The metallurgical unions (the F.L.M.) and various groups of the e)(treme left ("Lotta Continua", "Avanguardia Operaia", and later "II Manifesto") take an active role
in this movement. Between 1968 and 1975 forms of direct actIon reappear on the
battleground of urban struggles, they are essentially centered around the problem
of housing. The homeless take over empty houses. public housing tenants
autoreduce rents or resisl eviction. These struggles are illegal, massive and often
violent.
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MassIve struggles; in Italy between 1969 and 1975, twenty-thousand habitations
are "squaUerized". Rent autoreduction was the first form of action; the political
objective was to limit rents to 10% of one's salary.
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These violent struggles cannot be Isolated from the climate of socia! and police
violence which reigns Tn Italy. The most dramatic epiSOde occured in' the San
Basllio neighborhood,(in the suburbs of Rome). In September of 1974, a militant of
the e)(treme left was killed during a clash between police and squatters.
It is difficult to establish a direct connection between urban struggles and
workers' struggles. It is not easy to grasp that the capitallst system in general is
under attack in both the areas of prOduction and consumption. The autoreductlon
mOVement in Turin strives in to unite through a collective action the forces of production and those of consumption.
To consider the new developments In social struggle within Western Europe i
1968, one must turn to Italy_ The organiz.ation of tM Worker's Movement, ofte~
a mass scale, has assumed original forms. Urban stru~gles have led to.orgamzed
union and political neighborhood actions with stakes tIed to consumptlOn.

From this point of view, the autoreduction movement, which began In Turin In the
f \1 of 1974 constitutes a development of the utmost Importance. Autoreductlan
1: the act b'Y which consumers, In the area of consumption, and workers, in the
area of production, take It upon themselves to reduce, at a collectively
I
level, the price of pubHc servIces, housIng, electrIcity; or in the factory, the rate
productivity.

THE ITALIAN
CRISIS
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. Above and beyond the "classical" forms of economic crisis ~nd the bankruptcy
(or rather absence) of the Italian government's economIc policy, the most .
enlightened sectors of the technocracy and certain leaders of the large Itahan .
n
monopolies (such as AgnelH, FIAT), center,ed around Carli, president of the ltaha
bank, propose and, In June 1974, compel the government to a:cept a plan. of
reform, the Carli Plan. Founded on the fundamental hypothesIs of the tacIt
port of the I.C.P., or at least Its neutrality, this plan proposes two essentlal

THE
AUTOREDUCTION
MOVEMENT AND
THE PRICE OF
TRANSPORTATION

Each day, In Turin, tens of thousands of workers commute (pendo/arl). This canfltitutes a forced e)(tension of the work day and an important financial burden.
Some businesses allow their employees travel expenses; others provide for the
transportation for their work force; but often, as is the case of FIAT, transportation costs are directly born by the workers.
In the summer and fall of 1974, the decision of two private transportation companies to increase their fares by 20% to 50% caused an immediate reaction on
the part of the workers.
The first reactions are spontaneous, unorganized: buses are blocked at Pinerolio,
an important gathering point of Rivalta and Mlrafiorl workers, some delegatIons
head towards municipalities and the regional government, some tracts are
distributed. All of this Changes little to the increase. The Rivalta FLM decides to
take in hand the organization of the struggle on the basis of autoreduction: the
weekly transportation pass must be purchased at the old prIce. This decISion
follows a brief political debate. RefUsing all payment Is practically not considered
and, for a very good reason: the transportatIon companies would simply stop run·

ning their buses. In each bus, delegates, ere designated to gather subscriptlons
at the old price In exchange for a receipt prepared by the unions. The money collected is then turned over to the companles. 1

More~v~r, they were ready to warn the tenants so that a mobilIzation to prevent
electnclty from being turned off be unleashed. The Important fact to note is th
role of a worker's union in initiating struggles outsIde of the factory. The work:rs'
Unions have come to somewhet rep/ace parties or politica/ organ/lations.

The smallest companies refuse the money, then quickly reverse this decision.

They threaten to curtail certain lines in retaliation. Worker's demonstrations and
pressure from FIAT leads the regional government to demand that the concerned
companies accept suspension of theIr curtailments and operate buses at the old
price untH an agreement wIth the unions is reached.
The fact that a direct action resulted In such rapid success Is of utmost impor·
tance, if only on the level of the debate within the unions and leftist organizations.
We are no longer In the factory, in the production area itself, but rather at the
junction of the factory and the neighborhood or town. This foreshadows the
development of popular struggles at the level of consumption, without yet presenting the most characteristic traits (plur!·classism, dltficulty in relating to factory
struggles). Last and above all, this form of struggle constitutes a break from tradi·
tional practice.
Autoreduction was not practiced by isolated m\l\tants: It was organized, and this
Is a fundamental pOint, by unions which brought their active support and
simultaneously imposed a coherent nne of acHon_ Such a position would have
been unthinkable a few years earHer: it strongly suggests a breakthrough, of certain themes of the extreme left. We ShOUld, however, assess the scope of this
breakthrough: the autoreducUon of regional transportation has always been a
10caHzed phenomenon involving merely the machinery of local metallurgical
unions, for a set objectl~e. At no time was it a question of generalizing the move·
ment on a national scale. The mo~ement on electricity, instlgated by the pro~in
clal leadership of the FLM will gi~e a new dimension to autoreduction, Its truly
mass character.

THE
AUTO REDUCTION

OF ELECTRICITY

Taking ad~antage of the summer and in the context of thEj, Carli Plan, the government, at the beginning of July, decides to increase the electriclty rates. This increase antlclpates an entIre series of comparable measures and, as a result, constitutes a political test for the authoritIes. They will be able to Impose the following increases itelephone, public transportation, etc.) all the more Quickly and easi·
ly if the reaction to theIr first decision Is weak and indecisive. Tt>..: unions must
act, and act fast.
In an economic criSis, the struggle in the factory cannot serve as a basis of
mobll/zation for meeting demands related to consumption. The unions of the
C.I.S.L.-electrlcity, usIng the example of the regional transportation movement,
then propose to initiate an auto reduction. Will the bills that the customers receive
be reduced by 50% or, more radically, will a refusal to pay the bills be organized?
In fact, this last solution risks being turned against those who use it: various past
experiences have faHed. In addition, this form of struggle does not oblige the
workers to organize themselves. Simply asked to not settle their bills, the workers
remain paSSive.
Autoreducing the electricity rates slgnlfies the customers' disagreement with the
unilateral decIsIon taken by the government in July. Direct action should force the
government to negotiate and thereby determine, the level of demands around
which negoclatlons can take place. The Union members set this level at 50% of
the new electricitY rates ..
The union memb~rs thus instl\l an illegal dimension of "civil disobedience" to the
action. In InItiating this struggle, the unions playa determining role. From the early days, the electricity unions declared that they would refusa to turn off the electricity In the apartment buildIngs practicIng autoreductlon no matter what.
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Union initiative can o~ly be understood if one considers the relations of power
between the local/regIonal level and the national \e~el of the confederatIons Indeed, there is a speclfic context of unionism in Turin. The unions of Turin CG1L
CISL, UIL, and the union of FLM u nlons are relatively autonomous in relat'ion to'
their national leadership.
The C~jL in Turin, dIrectly tied to the I.C.P. on the natlonalle~el, Is situated to the
left of Its natIonal leadership; CISL Is an "open" unIon in which mllitants of the
extrem~ left defend their pOlitical ideas and obtain positions of responsibility on
the regIOnal level.
This wou.ld not be the case elseWhere, notably in Milan where the unions' regional
leadershl~, has curbed the auto reduction movement on electricity Initiated by extreme leftIst groups, or also at Naples where the autoreduction movement is more
spontaneous and unconnected with any union Initiative.

T~e active ~upport of the union initiative by the entire extreme left in Turin constItutes an Important pOint; the movement would never have been able to organize
th~ neighborhoods in the C.P. and the extreme left, with the different grass root
neIghborhood organizations, had not supported the union's initiative.
The a:tual struggle will ~nfold in two stages. In the fIrst stage, a campaign to col.
lect sIgnatures of commitment to the autoreduction pOsition is Initiated In the
factories, then very Quickly, in the neighborhOOds. Why this campaIgn? Because it
Is necessary to move fast an.d give.a mass dimensIon to the struggle. The petltion
allows t~e unleashln~ of an Immediate end collective action: the signer has commltte,d himself to paYing only half price and to sending to the administration
together with his. pay~ent, a letter In which he explains that he Is acting In ~ccor.
dance with the directions of the unions in Turin; CISL, CGIL and UIL.

Th~ second phase deals with the actual settling of bUls. At this stage, the electriCity unions Inte.rvene, as expected, by furnishing a complete aCCQunt of the
dates when :he bills were mailed, neighborhood by neighborhood. As a result of
this accounting, the grass root organizations set up pickets in front of certaIn
post offices and distrlbute to the workers a leaflet which explains the methods of

autoreduction. The workers settle the auto reduced bills by using drafts prepared
by the unions or the struggle committees.
In Turin, and in Piedmont, within a few weeks, about 150,000 famHies thus
autoreduced their electricity bill. For the most part, these are working class
famBles and also families of the petty bourgeoisie-the famous middle
classes-and they confer on this mass struggle a real pluri-c\asslc dimension.
However, the movement under this massive form remains very distinctly limited to
Piedmont.
In the rest of Italy, there will be several tens of thousands 01 autoreduced bills, In
Tarento, Varese, Milan and Rome. For Milan and Rome, the non-extension of the
movement Is directly Ilnked to the "curb" imposed by the leadership of the national unions (and indirectly by the pOlitical parties, In partIcular the I.C.P.). In
Milan, the Isolated extreme left, nonetheless, succeds in reducing around 10,000
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The conjunction of a leftist unionism relatively autonomous in relationship to the
confederations, of an extreme left capable of putting pressure on the unions and
on the grass root organizations functioning at the neighborhood level, and the
local support of the I.C.P.: the situation in Turin favored the development of this
movement.
But the specific character of the union's political situation In Turin is also at the
root of Its isolation: if the movement In Turin has Instigated movements of a
similar type In Italy, as weH as an Important debate, it has nevor been able to
amalgamate Ideological and political forces capable of imposing the autoreduc·
tion lnitiatlve as a form of action that the leaders of the national unions and the
parties could ratify.
Rapidly polarized by the hostility of the LC.P. and the reservations of the unions'
leaders, the debate, on the national level, opposes supporters and opponents of
autoreductlon.
When the I.C.P. takes a position on the autoreduction movement, it dOes so in
order to crlUcize the bold character of thIs form of struggle, which In no way constitutes a form of working class action (central thesiS, and Its variant worKers
don't break the law). The only adequate form of worker struggle Is the strike.
Other types of struggle can only be led and exploited by the extreme left, either
explicitly or under its union "cover" (the CSL in Turin or MHan).
The hOstility of the I.C.P. in relation to the autoreduction m!=lvement is supported
by a Une of o(l.rgument based on the notion of the State and of "public service";
autoreductfon and the ideology of civil disobedience that It can generate on a
mass scale contribute to accentuating the State's disintegration and the crisis of
its instItutions. In a political context where any action of the right tends to
weaken the State (the strategy of "tension" advocated by the Italian extreme
right), such a movement, on the Ideological level, can only contribute further to its
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Weakening.
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There Is no doubt that autoreduction contains the seads of a serious criticism of
a public service (or of a State) allegedly neutral, technical, serving everyone,
without political or Ideological connotations.
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In fact, the LC.P.'s willingness to manage the economic crisis articulates, on the
poHt\callevel, the strategy of the Historical Compromise.
C'
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The co-management of the crisis and the participation In power together wIth the
Christian Democrats cannot be organized by the I.C.P. In a context of increased
social struggles. The growing movement of civll disobedience is undoubtedly I
ed to the negligence of the economic policy of the Italian State, and to Its
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tion and Its oppon:nts (the I C ~p) pos~~on between t.he supporters of autoreduc. . . , or ose more rehcent (the unions' leaders).
CONCLUSION
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a torking cla.ss city whose life style is profoundly ine s ruggles whIch are conducted therein.

2) the strong tradition of Intervention on the national level in social struggles by

the ltaHan unions. It is expressed, for example, in the national workers' strikes on
the problem of housing (In 1969) or in the support of the FLM for numerous oc·
cupations of empty houses.
The unions are no longer retrenched In a political-symbolic support of the
Workers' Movement in urban struggles. They organize them directly on a precise
objectlve. Indirect union intervention gives way in TUrin to a direct Involvement in
soelal struggles which permits a considerable enlargement of tne urban movement.
Finally, the context of the economic crisis assumes a fundamental Importance:
during a period of overproduction, unemployment or threatened unemployment,
the usual defenses of the working class lose their sting; it becomes harder to enforce strikes, a refusal of regulated work pace, the struggle against an increase in
productivity. To keep one's job and to defend salaries become the main thrust of
factory struggles. Attacked by both strong Inflation and massive Increases In
public services, worker's salaries cannot be successfully defended by actions
within the factories. Fighting for salary increases is no longer sufficient, to defend one's threatened purcnasing power requires struggHng In the ar'ea of consumption.
The struggle to defend one's purchasing power can be developed on a mass
scale. Employees, elvil servants (breaking with the ideology of pubHc service as
"neutral" and external to conflicts), teachers, etc. have participated In the autoreduction movement on electricity. A pluric\assism constftuted by the Initiative
of workers' unions and on the basIs of direct action (autoreducHon) was only
previously practiced by active minorities. It has now become one of the most important characteristics of this struggle.
Autoreduction almost always directly puts into question the State and public Institutions. Popular control of so-called co\lectlve consumption, a "political" pricing for public services, goes against the policy of "fair pricing" put forth by the
Carli Plan.
Autoreduction is much more difficult to apply In the private sector. The repressive
machinery moves at once to defend private property. Two examples: MarxistLeninist militants initiated autoreductions on products sold in supermarkets in
Milan. Result the police intervened without delay jailing the mll1tants. The second
example is the occupations of empty houses; the repression Is rarely immediate
or brutal when it involves public apartments. The occupation of privately owned
housing prompted on the contrary immediate repression.
Autoreductions developped for the most part in sectors controlled by the State a Siate in criSiS, Incapable of managing its own contradictions. The development
of this movement could only accelerate the disintegration of the State. Its reinforcement required the intervention of an ensemble of forces concerned with the
re-establisnmen! of economic order.
Translated by Elizabeth A. Bowman,
" We are far removed from what happened al Palermo, Where transportation "autoreductlon"
(city buses) was pullnto motion by students USing far less legal forms of struggle (blocking
the automatic ticket-punchers).
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